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F A I R S

In Beirut, Themes of Recycling,

In Beirut's 3Beirut Building, local �rm Ghaith & Jad devised a system of blinds as a backdrop for House of Today's 2018
exhibition.
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Innovation, and Collaboration
Take Over House of Today

The fourth edition of the biennial design showcase kicked off this weekend

By Dan Thawley

December 17, 2018

When is a design biennial not just a design biennial? Surely when its influence

permeates a community above and beyond its short lifespan, bringing together

designers, collectors, students, and institutions at a local and global level. In gentrified,

buzzy Beirut, these concerns drive entrepreneur Cherine Magrabi, whose NGO

initiative House of Today celebrated its fourth edition on Friday in the Lebanese

capital. “The whole idea of bringing the global design community to Lebanon is to

create a better dialogue between the local and international scenes,” Magrabi tells AD

PRO, musing on the impressive series of design talks she orchestrated inside the

Sursock Museum the day before unveiling her latest exhibition. “I’m very wary of it not

being a phase,” she says. “It is not about the new ‘golden years’ of Lebanese design—

these are the building blocks for design to develop logically and gradually here.” But

Magrabi’s initiative has gathered serious momentum this year, with House of Today

showcases taking place during Salone del Mobile, Paris Design Week, and Design

Miami.

Cocurated by Anne-France Berthelon, Magrabi’s “Craftporn” talks prefaced Friday’s

opening with considerable food for thought, joined by connecting thematic threads of

upcycling, recycling, and everyday innovation. These ideas drove speakers from

Humberto Campana to British designer Peter Marigold, Formafantasma’s Andrea

Trimarchi and Hermès’s Pascale Mussard, who all discussed ways of thinking (and
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designing) outside the box, with insightful anecdotes spanning early works to more

recent projects. “People asked me what I wanted to be when I grew up, and I said I

wanted to be indigenous,” joked Campana during his talk. “My brother wanted to be an

astronaut. This yin and yang made us who we are today.” The scope of work discussed

ran from the grassroots approach of Peter Marigold all the way through to Mussard’s

lofty recycling projects at Hermès’s Petit h.

Tables on display in “Elevate.”
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Joining the designers was New York–based R & Company’s Evan Snyderman, who lent

a gallerist’s point of view, explaining his didactic approach to showing design that

allows the public to connect with designers’ wider oeuvres through solo shows inside

his firm’s Tribeca gallery space. Snyderman’s involvement continued to the biennial

itself, with a new initiative that saw Magrabi pair three of R & Company’s designers

with three local talents, with each pair to conceive a collaborative piece. Later that day,

Lebanese architect Bernhard Khoury led a rousing trip down memory lane through the

career of his late father, Khalid Khoury, considered one of the forefathers of modern

design in the Middle East yet a somewhat forgotten figure on the international stage.
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A table by Sayar & Garibeh and Katie Stout in “Elevate.”

Photo: Courtesy of R& Company
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A table by Mary-Lynn and Carlo Massoud with the Haas brothers .

Photo: Courtesy of R & Company

Meanwhile, “Elevate, the Quest for Heightened Senses,” the 2018 House of Today

exhibition, centered upon the sole conceit of the table, with each invited designer

offering their sensual take on an elevated structure, responding to the brief in

sometimes surprising ways. R & Company’s unconventional project proved a

unanimous success, creating the biennial’s most captivating triptych with a trio of

weird and wonderful tables—the fruit of the transcontinental pairings of the Haas

brothers with Mary-Lynn and Carlo Massoud; Katie Stout with Sayar & Garibeh; and

Rogan Gregory with Flavie Audi. Haas & Massoud’s piece consisted of an upturned

pink marble breast cradled by bronze arms, while the Stout and Sayar & Garibeh

pairing involved a collaborative sketching process that became an organic, multilegged

side table in ceramic, clay, and brass. Gregory versus Audi’s work, a play on digital

versus natural environments, positioned a fine, iridescent sheet of bronze over three

irregular, rock-shaped resin legs.
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Stephanie Moussallem’s Script desk.

Photo: Courtesy of Stephanie Moussallem

Of the purely local design projects, standouts included House of Today wunderkinds

David & Nicolas, whose pair of suspended mirror tables echoed the grooved French

oak woodwork present in their recent solo show at Carpenter’s Workshop gallery in

Paris. Other designers set out to modernize Lebanese craft, transforming traditional

techniques like crochet (Marie-Lyne Samaha and Anthony Daher’s copper and steel

doily tables) and rattan weaving (Jana Aridi’s fractured wooden dome) into

contemporary creations—to mixed effect. Others pushed a neomodernist agenda,

adapting midcentury forms such as Stephanie Moussallem’s exquisite leather and

walnut bureau, and a trio of bedside tables in “bamboo” marble and brushed black ash

by Charles Kalpakian. “I challenge the designers to use different techniques, and to

break through their norms,” says Magrabi. “The selling part isn’t what excites me; it is

the process of growth and development of the designers that really drives us. That said,

this is a selling exhibition, and the proceeds go to the designers and give us

opportunities to give scholarships and run our programming for the next two years.”

Comprising more established designers to unknown names, House of Today’s strata of

talent is broad; with close to a decade of projects behind them, there is no question that
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Magrabi’s structure has readied many young talents for the international stage. Elevate,

indeed.

T R E N D I N G  V I D E O

Tennis, Taffy, and Topiaries at Tory Burch’s Hampton’s Home

”Elevate, the Quest for Heightened Senses” exhibition by House of Today runs through

December 28, 2018, at 3Beirut, Lebanon.
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Our website, archdigest.com, offers constant original coverage of the interior design and
architecture worlds, new shops and products, travel destinations, art and cultural events,

celebrity style, and high-end real estate as well as access to print features and images
from the AD archives.
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